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Recent topics for EEBM E607*: (Red=Offered Fall ’23)
EEBM E6070 Topic: Computing with Brain Circuits of Model Organisms (Spring ’23)

Recent topics for EEBM E609*:
EEBM E6095 Topic: Computing with Brain Circuits (Spring ’19)
EEBM E6099 Topic: Brain Comp Interfaces (Spring ’21)

Recent topics for EECS E669*:
EECS E6690 Topic: Statistical Learning in Biological & Information Systems (Fall ’23, ’22, ’21, ’20, ’19, ’18, Spring ’18)
EECS E6691 Topic: Advanced Deep Learning (Spring ’22, ’21)
EECS E6692 Topic: Deep Learning on the Edge (Spring ’22)
EECS E6699 Topic: Mathematics of Deep Learning (Spring ’23, ’22, ’21, ’19)